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Abstract—Static binary rewriting is a core technology for many systems and security applications, including profiling, optimization, and software fault isolation. While many static binary rewriters have been developed over the past few decades, most make various assumptions about the binary, such as requiring correct disassembly, cooperation from compilers, or access to debugging symbols or relocation entries. This paper presents MULTIVERSE, a new binary rewriter that is able to rewrite Intel CISC binaries without these assumptions. Two fundamental techniques are developed to achieve this: (1) a superset disassembly that completely disassembles the binary code into a superset of instructions in which all legal instructions fall, and (2) an instruction rewriter that is able to relocate all instructions to any other location by mediating all indirect control flow transfers and redirecting them to the correct new addresses. A prototype implementation of MULTIVERSE and evaluation on SPECint 2006 benchmarks shows that MULTIVERSE is able to rewrite all of the testing binaries with a reasonable runtime overhead for the new rewritten binaries. Simple static instrumentation using MULTIVERSE and its comparison with dynamic instrumentation shows that the approach achieves better average performance. Finally, the security applications of MULTIVERSE are exhibited by using it to implement a shadow stack.

I. INTRODUCTION

In many systems and security applications, there is a need to statically transform COTS binaries. Software fault isolation (SFI) [41], including Control Flow Integrity (CFI) [4], constrains the program execution to only legal code by rewriting both data accesses and control flow transfer (CFT) instructions. Binary code hardening (e.g., STIR [46]) rewrites and relocates instructions, randomizing their addresses to mitigate control flow hijacks. By lifting binary code to an intermediate representation (e.g., LLVM IR), various compiler-missed platform-specific optimizations can also be performed [5].

Given so many applications centered around binary code transformation, significant efforts have been made over the past few decades to develop various binary rewriters, particularly for Intel x86/x64 architectures due to their dominance in modern computing. Early approaches for transforming these binaries require special support from compilers or make compiler-specific assumptions. For example, SASI [17] and PITTFIELD [27] only recognize gcc-produced assembly code—not in-lined assembly from gcc. CFI [4] and XFI [18] rely upon compiler-supplied debugging symbols to rewrite binaries. Google’s Native Client (NACL) [49] requires a special compiler to compile the target program, and also limit API usage to NACL’s trusted libraries. These restrictions have blocked binary rewriting from being applied to the vast majority of COTS binaries or to more general software products.

More recent approaches have relaxed the assumption of compiler cooperation. STIR [46] and REINS [47] rewrite binaries using a reassembling approach without compiler support; however, they still rely upon imperfect heuristics to handle several practical challenges, especially for position-independent code (PIC) and callbacks. CCFIR [51] transforms binaries using relocation metadata, which is available in many Windows binaries. SECONDWRITE [30] rewrites binaries without debugging symbols or relocation metadata by lifting the binary code into LLVM bytecode and then performing the rewriting at that level. However, it still assumes knowledge of well-known APIs to handle callbacks, and uses heuristics to handle PIC. Lifting to LLVM bytecode can also yield large overheads for binaries not easily representable in that form, such as complex binaries generated by dissimilar compilers. BINCFI [53] presents a set of analyses to compute the possible indirect control flow (ICF) targets and limit ICF transfers to only legal targets. However, BINCFI can still fail when code and data are intermixed. Recently, UROBOROS [43] presented a set of heuristics to recognize static memory addresses and relocate and reassemble them for binary code reuse, but experimental results still show it has false positives on the SPEC2006 benchmarks.

Thus, nearly all static Intel CISC binary rewriters in the literature to date rely upon various strong assumptions about target binaries in order to successfully transform them. While each is suitable for particular applications, they each lack generality. End users cannot be confident of the correctness of the rewritten code, since many of the algorithms’ underlying assumptions can be violated in real-world binaries. To advance the state-of-the-art, we present MULTIVERSE, an open source, next generation binary rewriter that is able to statically rewrite x86 binaries without heuristics; binaries rewritten without heuristics have the same semantics as the original.

To this end, we address two fundamental challenges in COTS binary rewriting: (1) how to disassemble the binary code
and cover all legal instructions, and (2) how to reassemble the rewritten instructions and preserve the original program semantics. To solve the first challenge, we propose a superset disassembling technique, through which each offset of the binary code is disassembled. Such disassembling creates a (usually strict) superset of all reachable instructions in the binary. The intended reachable instructions are guaranteed to be within the superset, thereby achieving complete recovery of the legal intended instructions (i.e., completeness).

To address the second challenge, we borrow an instruction reassembling technique from dynamic binary instrumentation (DBI) [26], which mediates all the indirect CFT (iCFT) instructions and redirects their target addresses to the rewritten new addresses by consulting a mapping table from old addresses to new rewritten addresses created during the rewriting. Since all iCFTs are instrumented in a very similar way to how dynamic binary instrumentation rewrites the binary at runtime, the original program semantics are all preserved, achieving soundness (i.e., all program semantics, including control flow destinations, are identical to the original binary). Therefore, our approach is sound and complete with respect to the original static binary’s intended instructions and execution semantics.

In summary, our main contributions are as follows:

- We present MULTIVERSE, the first static binary rewriter built on a foundation of both soundness and completeness, raising assurance in the correct execution of rewritten binaries.
- We design a superset disassembling technique, which does not make any assumptions on where a legal instruction should start and instead disassembles and reassembles each offset, achieving complete recovery of original instructions.
- We also develop a static instruction reassembling technique, which translates all indirect control flow transfer instructions (including those in the library) and redirects their target addresses to correct ones, achieving the soundness of original program execution.
- We have implemented these techniques in our prototype, and evaluated it with the SPECint 2006 benchmark suite. Experimental results show that MULTIVERSE correctly rewrites all the test binaries. A comparison with dynamic instrumentation also shows that the static instrumentation enabled by MULTIVERSE has better average performance.
- We have also demonstrated one security application of using MULTIVERSE to implement a shadow stack. In doing so we provide a sample of the possibilities of the security applications of MULTIVERSE.

II. BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW

A. Scope and Assumptions

The goal of this paper is to develop a new binary transformation algorithm that improves the practicality and generality of existing code transformation applications, such as binary code hardening. Our approach generalizes to arbitrary OSes and Intel-based CISC architectures, but for expository simplicity we here focus on 32-bit x86 binaries running atop Linux (ELF-32) generated by mainstream compilers such as gcc or llvm. We assume no restriction of original program source code, which can even be hand-written assembly. Although we focus on mainstream compilers for our presentation, our approach accommodates most statically obfuscated binaries (e.g., instruction aliasing, code and data interleaving, etc.). We do not automatically support code that loads shared libraries dynamically, such as with dlopen. However, such binaries can still be rewritten after manual recovery of dynamically loaded libraries. In addition, like all existing static binary rewriters, we do not handle any self-modifying or packed code (such as self-extracting compressed software) or JIT-compiled code. Support for such code requires dynamic rewriting since such code is not visible or does not exist in a static binary.

We focus on x86 instead of x64 because legacy x86 applications are less likely to have source available, and many code transformations target older legacy code. In addition, while the differences between x86 and x64 for the purposes of binary rewriting are not too significant, there are some engineering differences that distract from the discussion of binary rewriting. Therefore, we focus on x86 for the purposes of this paper.

B. Challenges

There are enormous challenges in designing a general binary rewriter. To illustrate these challenges clearly, Figure 1 presents a contrived working example. This simple program sorts an array of strings in ascending or descending order (depending on the least significant bit of the program’s pid) using libc’s qsort API. When printing out the mode (ascending or descending sort) or printing each array element, the program uses the function get_fstring, defined in fstring.asm, to determine the format string it should use. This function is written in assembly to show a simple example of interleaved code and data. With this working example, we can organize the challenges into the following categories:

C1: Recognizing and relocating static memory addresses. Compiled binary code often refers to fixed addresses, especially for global variables. Code transformations that move these targets must update any references to them. However, it is very challenging to recognize these address constants within disassembled code and data sections, since there is no syntactic distinction between an address and an arbitrary integer value.

In our working example, the modes variable (line 17 of sort.c) is an array of function pointers stored in the .data section at address 0x0804a03c. Were we to move .data, we would need to identify and change all references to this array to point to its new location. In more complicated applications, it is difficult to reliably differentiate between a pointer-like integer and a pointer—a major challenge in static binary rewriting.

C2: Handling dynamically computed memory addresses. In addition to static memory addresses, there are also dynamically computed memory addresses. A particular challenge concerns iCFTs whose target addresses are computed at runtime. For instance, an indirect jump target can be computed from a base address plus an offset, and a function pointer can be initialized to a function address also computed at runtime. These pointers can even undergo arbitrary binary arithmetic, be encoded (e.g., using a hash table), or be dereferenced in a number of layers (e.g., double pointers or triple pointers), before they are used. Unlike direct CFTs whose targets are explicit, iCFT targets often cannot be predicted statically. Remapping iCFT targets reliably is therefore a central challenge for binary rewriting.
When our working example calls one of the function pointers in the modes array, it is difficult to reliably predict which function will be called until runtime. As shown in the example, the mov at 0x804867d sets eax to the value of stack variable p, which determines the mode (0 or 1). The mov instruction at 0x804681 then assigns eax the address held in the index of array modes determined by the mode (the address held at 0x804a03c or 0x804a03c+4). Finally, it calls the address in eax. Statically predicting which addresses to update, while possible in this simple example, can quickly become intractable (e.g., if the array were dynamically allocated with unknown length).

### C3: Differentiating code from data

In x86, there is no syntactic distinction between code and data within binaries [9]. More specifically, code and data can be interleaved. This is typical in hand-written assembly, and in modern compilers that aggressively interleave static data within code sections for performance reasons. Also, code bytes are unaligned—they can start at any offset within executable segments.

Lines 12 and 14 of fstring.asm exhibit data bytes amid code bytes. Linear sweep-based disassemblers often misinterpret these as code bytes, resulting in disassembly errors that yield garbage instructions and omit subsequent reachable instructions (e.g., the last mov instruction on line 16). Such garbage instructions can be seen in the disassembly starting at address 0x80485df. While a disassembler using recursive traversal can follow the control flow from the je instruction to avoid some of these errors, a more complicated program with indirect control flow to the after label would make it difficult to statically determine which offsets are valid.

### C4: Handling function pointer arguments (e.g., callbacks)

Functions that expect function pointers as arguments can fail after binary transformation if the referant code is moved but the
referring argument is not updated accordingly. Function pointer arguments are usually used in callbacks, where a code pointer is passed from the program as a computed jump destination. Unlike typical dynamically computed memory addresses (C2), which are visible to the rewritten binary, callback pointers are often used in library spaces. As mentioned in C1, it is already challenging to recognize static memory addresses, and it is even more challenging to recognize arguments with function pointer types at the binary level.

Our working example includes a call to the `libc` function `qsort`, which expects a callback function as its last argument, at lines 11 and 14 of `sort.c`. It uses this function to compare each element pair when it sorts the array, and the user must provide a comparison function that is meaningful for the array argument. In the example, the function supplied depends on the `mode` (ascending/descending). The assembly for the call for `mode 1` is shown starting at address `0x80485fa`. The `mov` instruction at that address moves the address of the `gt` function (0x80485a0) on the stack as the argument for `qsort`. If we move the location of `gt` but do not modify this address, `qsort` will call the wrong code.

**C5: Handling PIC.** While mainstream compilers generate mainly position dependent code by default, they can also generate PIC, which can be loaded at arbitrary addresses. PIC is typically achieved via instructions that dynamically compute their own addresses and expect to find other instructions or variables at known relative offsets. These instructions can break the program if a rewriter fails to identify them.

We compile `cmp.c` in the working example with the `gcc` flag `-fPIC`, which ensures that all functions in that file are compiled as PIC. The results are shown in the disassembly of our working example. Since PIC uses its own address to compute offsets, it uses a `call` instruction to compute its own position in the form of a special function that retrieves the instruction pointer. This function, `__i686.get_pc_thunk.bx`, is shown at `0x80485cc`, and consists only of an instruction that saves the return address into `ebx`. The `print_array` function uses this address to compute the address of `array`. Relocating this code without any modifications causes an incorrect address to be computed, usually resulting in a crash.

### C. Key Insights

Binary rewriting is not a new problem. Over the past few decades, a tremendous amount of effort has been devoted to developing various binary rewriters for different purposes under different constraints. Drawing from these existing efforts, including related works using dynamic binary instrumentation (e.g., the widely used PIN [26]), we have derived and systematized the following key insights to address each of the above challenges.

**S1: Keeping original data space intact.** We can strategically avoid the need to recognize static memory addresses of data if we retain and preserve all bytes that the program might read as data. Since code sections might contain data bytes, we can preserve such data by retaining an old copy of each code section at its original location. For security-focused applications, we can set the original code section non-executable. This approach is used by several existing rewriters (e.g., SECONDWRITE [30], BINCDFI [53], STIR [46], and REINS [47]).

**S2: Creating a mapping from the old code space to the new rewritten code space.** As discussed in C2, there are various forms of dynamically computed memory addresses. Heuristic approaches that attempt to statically identify base addresses and then update each associated offset accordingly are unreliable, since x86 address spaces are typically flat, allowing any base address to potentially index any higher address. Fortunately, we have another unique key observation: Instead of identifying the base addresses and rewriting them to point to the new location, we can just focus on the final target addresses and ignore how it is computed.

More specifically, even though a target address can be encoded or computed through many layers of pointers, its final runtime value must eventually flow to the iCFT as its argument. (Note that direct CFTs are not a problem since their target addresses are explicit.) Therefore, if we can map each possible destination address in the old address space to an address in our new, rewritten code, and if we make the mapping available at runtime, then we can rewrite each iCFT to look up the new address immediately after the old destination address has been computed. This allows us to automatically solve C2 without relying on any heuristics.

**S3: Brute force disassembling of all possible code.** Disassembling is a perennial problem for static binary analyses. Unlike many prior efforts, we observe that while it is challenging to correctly disassemble arbitrary code, we can instead find a superset of the disassembled code (by brute force disassembling every executable byte offset), and the result will contain the correct disassembly somewhere in the set (which is why we call our approach superset disassemble). While disassembling from each offset has been explored in malware analysis [21] [48] [22], the resulting disassemblies are intended for reverse-engineering obfuscated code, finding function entry/exit points, and other analysis purposes; no attempt has been made to link the superset code and make it runnable. A new challenge for us therefore concerns linking the instructions in the superset. Fortunately, if we translate all iCFT instructions (as we do in S2), then we can link them together by using our old address to new address mapping table.

**S4: Rewriting all user level code including libraries.** One possible solution to C4 is to identify each function that uses function pointer arguments in external libraries and patch the function pointer address so that callbacks correctly reference our new text section. Many prior rewriters use this approach, including STIR [46], REINS [47], and SECONDWRITE [30]. However, if our transformation algorithm is sufficiently general, we can instead expand our rewriting to include all program code including libraries. All callbacks will then be executed correctly (by S2) without having to identify callback arguments.

This solution also has the considerable benefit of accommodating C++ exceptions, wherein the `.eh_frame` holds information about exception handler addresses, which may be called from a different module than the caller, effectively acting like a callback. By rewriting the instruction that jumps to the exception handler, C++ exceptions are transparently handled.

**S5: Rewriting all `call` instructions in order to handle PIC.** It is challenging to identify PIC in the binary code, because there are a great diversity of instructions that derive code
or data offsets from PIC-computed self-addresses. However, after careful examination of x86 instruction semantics, we find that only the call instruction, which pushes the instruction pointer onto the stack, can be feasibly used to compute the base address used in subsequent PIC offset calculations. Therefore, we translate each call instruction in the original code into an explicit push of the old (unmodified) return address followed by a jmp to a new, rewritten address (computed from the old target address by querying the mapping table). This transparently preserves PIC because any subsequent address arithmetic will compute a correct old code address, which will be correctly remapped to a correct new address when it finally flows to an iCFT (by S2). If PIC is used to access data, then the correct data is accessed because the pushed address does not flow to an iCFT, and is therefore not remapped.

D. Overview

From the insights above, we have created MULTIVERSE\textsuperscript{1}, a binary rewriter that accepts an ELF-32 binary or shared library and transforms it to produce a new rewritten binary. As illustrated in Figure 2, our system consists of two separate phases: the mapping phase, and the rewriting phase.

In the mapping phase, we use our superset disassembler to disassemble the binary at every byte offset starting from the lowest code address. This produces many copies of the same code, since instruction sequences at most offsets eventually align with an instruction disassembled from a previous offset. We avoid this unnecessary duplication by ceasing disassembly at the first redundant offset of each sequence, and later inserting an unconditional jump to the code previously disassembled for that offset. At a high level, we generate our mapping by disassembling each instruction, determining the length the rewritten instruction will have in the final code, and then using this information to create a final mapping from old addresses to new addresses that will be used in the next phase and placed into .localmapping.

In the rewriting phase, our instruction rewriter again iterates through each disassembled instruction and generates the new bytes that will be placed in the .newtext section. We must make this second pass because we cannot generate the final code without already knowing the complete mapping. For instance, if an instruction in the old code refers to a specific offset at a higher address that we have not yet disassembled, we will not know what new offset to use when rewriting the instruction.

Once the new text section is created, we pass it to our ELF writer (which is not shown in Figure 2), which takes the new entry address, mapping, and rewritten text and creates the final rewritten binary. The ELF writer modifies the ELF header and PHDRs in order to create a new segment to hold the new text. The original .text section is left in its original location as non-executable data to support reads from the .text section (e.g., for jump tables). Next, we present the detailed design of MULTIVERSE. We first describe our mapping in §III, and then explain our rewriting in §IV.

III. Mapping

A. Superset Disassembler

"When in doubt, use brute force." – Ken Thompson

Our superset disassembler disassembles instruction sequences starting from every byte offset in the binary’s text section. This approach can also be considered a form of brute-force disassembly, i.e., we are finding the intended sequences of instructions by brute-force disassembling every possible offset. However, without any further refinement, this would produce a huge number of duplicate subsequences. Therefore, we keep a list of all offsets we have already disassembled, and we stop disassembling from an offset if we reach an instruction we have already encountered. We can do this because we can connect a sequence of instructions to another in our rewriting phase via insertion of an unconditional jump.

A high-level illustration of how the brute-force disassembly process works is shown in Figure 3 and algorithm 1. We start disassembling from offset zero and disassemble instructions until we reach an illegal instruction. Although we could stop disassembling at jmp or ret instructions (and disassemble the bytes after that instruction in a later pass), we simply try to disassemble as many as possible in each pass, partly for simplicity and partly for code locality reasons. By disassembling as many in a sequence as possible and not breaking up our rewritten code into distant chunks, we are able to benefit from locality in some cases when a program is using short unconditional jumps without having to do advanced analyses. That said, while we currently try to keep long contiguous instruction sequences, we have no restriction on how we organize the new instructions. For example, we could easily break longer sequences into blocks of any size by inserting jmp instructions in our rewritten code. Since every instruction in the old code is mapped, we can then move each block to any location in the new code space. This gives us flexibility depending on what the use case is for our rewritten binaries (i.e., we have the capability to freely shuffle the program instructions, which would be useful for software diversity).

Once we are done disassembling from offset zero, either because we eventually encountered an illegal instruction or offset ≥ length\textsuperscript{2}, we start disassembling from offset one. As illustrated in Figure 3, we show a case that the instruction

---

\textsuperscript{1}We call our system MULTIVERSE, since it conservatively assumes that any instruction path that “can happen, does happen” [13].

---

\textsuperscript{2}When in doubt, use brute force. – Ken Thompson

Our superset disassembler disassembles instruction sequences starting from every byte offset in the binary’s text section. This approach can also be considered a form of brute-force disassembly, i.e., we are finding the intended sequences of instructions by brute-force disassembling every possible offset. However, without any further refinement, this would produce a huge number of duplicate subsequences. Therefore, we keep a list of all offsets we have already disassembled, and we stop disassembling from an offset if we reach an instruction we have already encountered. We can do this because we can connect a sequence of instructions to another in our rewriting phase via insertion of an unconditional jump.

A high-level illustration of how the brute-force disassembly process works is shown in Figure 3 and algorithm 1. We start disassembling from offset zero and disassemble instructions until we reach an illegal instruction. Although we could stop disassembling at jmp or ret instructions (and disassemble the bytes after that instruction in a later pass), we simply try to disassemble as many as possible in each pass, partly for simplicity and partly for code locality reasons. By disassembling as many in a sequence as possible and not breaking up our rewritten code into distant chunks, we are able to benefit from locality in some cases when a program is using short unconditional jumps without having to do advanced analyses. That said, while we currently try to keep long contiguous instruction sequences, we have no restriction on how we organize the new instructions. For example, we could easily break longer sequences into blocks of any size by inserting jmp instructions in our rewritten code. Since every instruction in the old code is mapped, we can then move each block to any location in the new code space. This gives us flexibility depending on what the use case is for our rewritten binaries (i.e., we have the capability to freely shuffle the program instructions, which would be useful for software diversity).

Once we are done disassembling from offset zero, either because we eventually encountered an illegal instruction or offset ≥ length\textsuperscript{2}, we start disassembling from offset one. As illustrated in Figure 3, we show a case that the instruction
sequence starting from offset one shortly encounters an offset that we already encountered in our previous pass starting from offset zero (condition offset \(\notin\) instructions is false for the while loop at line 3 in Algorithm 1), so when we rewrite our code we simply insert a jump at the end of that instruction sequence to go to the corresponding instruction from our disassembly from offset zero (line 8). The same thing happens from offsets two and five in Figure 3. However, offsets three and six instead encounter invalid byte sequences that do not correspond to any valid instruction encoding, so we simply stop the disassembly from that offset (condition legal(offset) for the while loop at line 3 is falsified).

We can potentially eliminate all code at the end of an instruction sequence ending in illegal code starting from the last CFT instruction (e.g., jmp or ret). We conservatively include conditional CFT instructions as stopping points, since obfuscated code could include garbage bytes after an always-taken conditional jump. This ensures that the removed bytes are safe to omit, since that subsequence will never be executed unless the original program had a fatal error; if those instructions were executed in the original binary, it would crash when it reached the illegal sequence. This process continues until we reach the end of the text section and have disassembled every possible instruction offset (at which condition offset \(<\) length(bytes) for the while loop is false, and start_offset = length(bytes)).

**Algorithm 1: Superset Disassembly**

```plaintext
input : empty two-dimensional list instructions
input : string of raw bytes of text section bytes
output : all disassembled instructions are in instructions

for start_offset \(\leftarrow\) 0 to length(bytes) do
    offset \(\leftarrow\) start_offset;
    while legal(offset) and offset \(\notin\) instructions and offset \(<\) length(bytes) do
        instruction \(\leftarrow\) disassemble(offset);
        instructions[start_offset][offset] \(\leftarrow\) instruction;
        offset \(\leftarrow\) offset + length(instruction);
    if offset \(\in\) instructions then
        instructions[start_offset][offset] \(\leftarrow\) "jmp offset;"
```

---

**B. Mapping Generation**

In order to generate the mapping, we retrieve each disassembled instruction from our brute-force disassembler and determine the length of the rewritten instruction that will be in our final binary. It is important to note that since instructions may refer to addresses not yet in our mapping, there is no way to generate the final rewritten bytes in this phase. Therefore, we instead calculate how long each rewritten instruction will be. For most instructions, we make no modifications, and the length is the same.

Specifically, we rewrite all call, jmp, jcc, and ret instructions. All the jcc instructions involve simply changing the offset for the instruction. However, since we are inserting code, a jump short instruction may not have space for a larger offset; if a jcc instruction was originally written with a short encoding, we expand it to the longer jump near encoding instead, which allows for larger offsets before we know the actual offsets. The other instructions involve adding multiple instructions, so it is important to know how many bytes this adds when we build the final mapping. In practice, we run our rewriter on the instructions with placeholder addresses to substitute for the addresses we do not know, and then retrieve the length of the rewritten instructions in bytes. This strategy of keeping track of instruction length also makes conversion of MULTIVERSE to perform instrumentation quite straightforward; we can simply add the length of inserted instructions to the length of the rewritten instruction.

While we are building our mapping, we maintain a mapping from each old address to the size of the new bytes. When we build the final mapping, we convert the size to the corresponding offset in the new text section. By deferring this to after we disassemble all bytes, we obtain the flexibility to place blocks of new bytes in any order in our mapping as long as we end each block with a jmp instruction to the new instruction address corresponding to the next instruction in the old binary, or as long as we split instructions into basic blocks, in which case we would simply need to change direct control flow destinations.

**C. Mapping Lookups**

For static memory addresses, we modify instructions statically using our mapping offline. However, dynamically
computed addresses (C2) require our mapping to be present in

the binary at runtime for dynamic lookup and we must use an
efficient data structure for reducing runtime overhead. To this
end, we generate a flat table of four-byte offsets large enough to
have an entry for every byte in the old text section. This allows
us to directly index into the table by computing the offset of
the old address from the base address of the old text section.

For offsets that did not disassemble to a valid instruction, we
simply set the entry to 0xffffffff. For performing lookups
in the table, we insert a small assembly function into the binary
to look up an address from the old text section and return the
corresponding new text section address.

We use the eax register as input to pass the old address
that we want to look up to the function. Then we use our own
PIC (getting the instruction pointer with a call) to obtain the
offset to the mapping and look up the entry of the old address.

If the entry is 0xffffffff, then the original program had
an error and is attempting to jump to an illegal instruction. In
such a case, we immediately trigger a segfault by jumping to a
halt instruction. If the entry is a valid address, then we return
the address in eax. If the address is outside the range of the
mapping, then the program may be attempting to call a library
function, so we pass the address to be resolved by the global
lookup function, which we discuss in §III-D.

Figure 4 shows a mapping lookup example for a rewritten
binary, showing both its new text and data sections and the
text and data sections of a modified libc. When a rewritten
instruction in .newtext requires that we dynamically look up
an address, we first call local_lookup (8), which we have
placed at the start of the .newtext section. This function
knows its offset from .localmapping, so it can perform a
lookup of the destination address (8). If the address is in the
range of the old text section, then it simply returns the new
address, our rewritten instruction jumps to that address, and
the process is complete. If the address to look up is outside
the old text section, we must refer to the global mapping.

D. Global Mapping

Since we are rewriting libraries as well as the original
binary, each library has its own local mapping for its new
text section. Since the libraries may be loaded dynamically,
we must maintain a global mapping between the multiple
new text sections that we have generated. As such, we
have created a global mapping table and a global lookup
function (global_lookup) that determines which local
lookup function to call to resolve an address.

Function global_lookup operates at a page-level gran-
ularity. When a library is loaded, its old text section is mapped
to one or more pages. The functionality of global_lookup
is, therefore, to return the address of each library’s local lookup
function for every page in the library’s original text section.

In particular, as shown in Figure 4, if a local_lookup call
does not have an address in its .localmapping, then it must
call global_lookup.

As in the previous example, when an instruction in the
.newtext section needs to perform a dynamic lookup, it
first calls local_lookup (8). If the requested address
is that of the libc function qsort, then it is outside
the application’s .text section (8). Therefore, it calls
global_lookup (8), which finds the entry for libc’s
local_lookup in .globalmapping (8). It calls libc’s
local_lookup (8), which is then able to find the updated
address in its .localmapping (8). Once the new address
is found, libc’s local_lookup returns the address to
global_lookup, which returns the address to the main
binary’s local_lookup, which finally returns the address
to the rewritten instruction.

IV. Rewriting

In our rewriting phase, we use our mapping to rewrite all
the call/jmp/ret/jcc instructions from the old binary
in order to preserve the original program’s CFTs. When we
are rewriting each instruction, we go through the same
instructions that we processed during the mapping phase. When
we encounter a byte offset that has already been disassembled
and rewritten, we insert a jmp instruction to the new address
of the already rewritten instruction at the end of the current
sequence. This allows us to only rewrite the instruction at each
offset once.

Rewriting direct CFT instructions (jcc/jmp/call). All
jcc instructions are direct CFTs, so we statically rewrite each
jcc instruction by changing its offset. In addition, call
and jmp instructions with an immediate operand can also
be statically rewritten by changing the offset. However, jmp
short and jcc short instructions only hold a 1-byte
displacement, which may not be large enough when we expand
our new text section; an instruction’s destination may become
too distant in our new binary. Therefore, we expand these
instructions to their longer encoding (jmp near and jcc
near), allowing for a 4-byte displacement.

Rewriting indirect jmp/call instructions. Our static rewrit-
ing of indirect control flow instructions implements a dynamic
lookup. We must perform a lookup at runtime of the destination
address, since the runtime-computed address will point to
the old text section. The transformations for jmp and call
instructions are slightly different.

- jmp: If the instruction is jmp [target], we rewrite it
to the following six instructions:

  mov [esp-32], eax
  mov eax, target
  call lookup
  mov [esp-4], eax
  mov eax, [esp-32]
  jmp [esp-4]

  We save eax to an area outside the stack, move the original
target to eax, and call lookup, which will perform
local_lookup first and then global_lookup if
necessary (detailed in §III-C). We then save the result
(which was returned in eax) outside the stack, restore
eax, and jump to the new destination. Also note that we
are storing eax at esp-32. This is because the lookup
function may push up to seven 4-byte values on the stack,
and we must store the value outside the reach of the
growing stack in order to avoid overwriting the value.

- call: If the instruction is a call [target] instruc-
tion, we also push the old return address (the address of
the instruction after the old call, in order to transparently
handle PIC), resulting in these seven instructions:
mov [esp-32], eax
mov eax, target
push old_return_address
call lookup
mov [esp-4], eax
mov eax, [esp-28]
jmp [esp-4]

Note that we restore eax from esp-28 because we pushed the 4-byte return address on the stack, decrementing esp by 4.

Rewriting ret instructions. Since we rewrite call instructions to push the old return address on the stack, we must perform a runtime lookup of the new return address. In addition, a ret instruction may also specify an immediate value specifying a number of additional bytes to pop off the stack, so we may also need to increment esp an additional amount. For example, for ret 8 we need to add 8 to esp. This results in six or seven instructions:

mov [esp-28], eax
pop eax
call lookup
add esp, pop_amount; Only add if immediate
mov [esp-4], eax
mov eax, [esp-(32+pop_amount)]
jmp [esp-4]

The location where we saved the value of eax is relative to esp, so we must calculate the offset. However, the calculation 32 + pop_amount is performed statically. Also note that the preceding examples are for rewriting the original binary. We must insert slightly different code for shared objects because we do not know the runtime base address for a shared object. This means we insert PIC (similar to what we do in the local_lookup) in order to push the correct old return value on the stack for each call instruction; we must obtain the base address of the old text section of the shared object, which is loaded to a random address. This slightly increases the overhead for shared libraries when compared to the original binary.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented MULTIVERSE atop a number of open source binary analysis and rewriting projects. In particular, we used the python bindings for CAPSTONE [1] as our underlying disassembler engine, and we used pyelftools [3] to parse the ELF data structures. We used pwntools [2] to reassemble the instructions. Additionally, we developed over 3,000 lines of our own python code to implement our algorithm and maintain our data structures, and over 150 lines of assembly, some of which is embedded as string templates in our python code. We also developed over 200 lines of C for the global mapping population function that is run when a rewritten executable starts. Other than the global mapping population function, all of the code that we rewrite or insert into the binary is written in assembly. Note that our system can easily support any disassembler that can perform linear disassembly.

There are several Linux-specific issues that had to be addressed. First of all, the Linux kernel loads a special shared library, the Virtual Dynamic Shared Object (VDSO), which has no actual corresponding .so file in the filesystem. One use for this is to run the correct code depending on whether the kernel supports the sysenter instruction for syscalls rather than int 80. If it does, then control is redirected to the VDSO for each system call. Since our solution requires no changes to the OS, we cannot change the VDSO, so we must instead rewrite the return address before every call into the VDSO. Metadata regarding this is passed to every process in the Auxiliary Vector, which is stored on the stack after the environment variables before application start. We insert code to parse this data structure at the new entry point of the rewritten binary, and we save the address of the VDSO syscall code. Later, whenever the application is about to jump to an address that the local lookup function does not recognize, our global lookup function performs a special check for whether the destination is the VDSO syscall code. If so, we rewrite the return address on the stack from the old address to the new address.

In addition, the dynamic linker is loaded before any other .so file, and libc calls various functions within it. In order to avoid rewriting the dynamic linker, we instead marked its address range in the global mapping as a special case, allowing us to rewrite return addresses whenever it is called. However, for dynamic function resolution, when an address is first resolved control first goes to the dynamic linker, and then the dynamic linker redirects control directly to the destination, not allowing any of our rewritten code to translate the old address to a new address. We resolve this by setting the environment variable LD_BIND_NOW to 1, which forces the loader to resolve all symbols and place their addresses in the GOT before the program starts. This prevents the loader from directly rerouting control to old text sections. This may increase the startup time of a rewritten binary, and symbols may be resolved that are never used, but this does not affect the correctness or safety of the rewritten binary. In fact, disabling lazy loading is part a defense designed to increase the security of the loader mechanism [19].

Finally, we must populate the global mapping when the application starts, as we will not know the actual addresses of each library until they are loaded into memory. Therefore, we insert the global mapping population function, which runs before_start in the rewritten binary, to find the address ranges of each library and write them to the global mapping. Later, during execution, the global lookup function uses these mappings to resolve the locations of local lookup functions.

Note that the global mapping only needs to be inserted for executables (i.e., only executables have .globalmapping, while all executables and shared libraries have their own .localmapping). Specifically, we define the global lookup and mapping to start at the constant address 0x7000000, which places it below all the sections of most binaries. For unusual binaries with a different layout, we can place it at a different constant address if necessary. Shared libraries will need to call the global lookup function, but since we place it at a fixed address, it does not need to appear in the shared libraries; all the dynamic libraries will call the same global lookup function address because they know it will be mapped there at runtime. This is not restrictive, as we can simply rewrite all the libraries again if we need to change the global mapping to a different address.

VI. EVALUATION

In this section, we report our evaluation results. We first report how we evaluate effectiveness in §VI-A, and then
report the MULTIVERSE performance overhead in §VI-B. For our benchmarks, we used all 12 SPECint 2006 benchmark programs. We also had to rewrite the shared libraries used by the benchmarks. We did not test with the SPECfp benchmarks because we did not focus on rewriting Fortran programs, of which there are several in SPECfp. However, in theory, our rewritter should work on Fortran programs as well. Our test machine runs Ubuntu 14.04.1 LTS, and has an Intel i7-2600 CPU running at 3.40GHz, with 4GiB of RAM.

A. Effectiveness

We first demonstrate the effectiveness of MULTIVERSE’s implementation by comparing the output of the original and rewritten binaries. By showing that all rewritten binaries produce identical output to the original, we can be confident of the correctness of the implementation of our design. To this end, we executed both the rewritten version and the original version of the corresponding benchmark, and compared their output. All the rewritten binaries run correctly, producing the same output. Since we do not need to include a global mapping in an .so, the overhead is lower and more consistent.

Real-World Binaries. We also tested MULTIVERSE with other real-world software to demonstrate its effectiveness. First, we rewrote all the binaries in the GNU Core Utilities, which contain the implementations of utilities found on all Unix-like systems. This provides a diverse set of utility applications. We also tested MULTIVERSE by rewriting a number of other applications, including a graphical browser, web server, and graphical game, among others. In total we rewrote 126 binaries and 77 libraries (the applications shared many common libraries) comprising a total of 54MB. All worked as expected.

B. Performance

We also measured the runtime overhead of our rewritten binaries. We ran the SPECint benchmarks 10 times each, both on the original binaries and our rewritten binaries. We took the averages from the benchmark results.

Rewriting Performance. We first rewrote both the benchmarks and all their required shared libraries. As shown in the first bar in Figure 5, a few benchmarks had very high overhead, especially 471.omnetpp and 483.xalanckmk. This is because of our very generic handling of control flow during the rewriting. Since we make very few assumptions (discussed in §IV-A) about the instructions in a binary, this sometimes results in surprisingly high overhead. Both 471.omnetpp and 483.xalanckmk are C++ applications, and therefore we suspect the high overhead results from the use of C++ features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Dir. Calls</th>
<th>Dir. Jumps</th>
<th>Ind. Calls</th>
<th>Ind. Jumps</th>
<th>Cond. Jumps</th>
<th>Rets</th>
<th>.text (KB)</th>
<th>.newtext (KB)</th>
<th>Size Inc. (×)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>400.perbench</td>
<td>30888</td>
<td>24778</td>
<td>3896</td>
<td>4442</td>
<td>126876</td>
<td>22306</td>
<td>1047</td>
<td>5146</td>
<td>12.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401.bzip2</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>7342</td>
<td>874</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>70.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403.gcc</td>
<td>110122</td>
<td>64532</td>
<td>8916</td>
<td>15680</td>
<td>380920</td>
<td>45410</td>
<td>3225</td>
<td>15290</td>
<td>10.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>429.mcf</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>202.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>445.gobmk</td>
<td>23548</td>
<td>14946</td>
<td>3550</td>
<td>3480</td>
<td>117378</td>
<td>20918</td>
<td>1488</td>
<td>6520</td>
<td>5.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>456.hmmer</td>
<td>8020</td>
<td>4942</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>28924</td>
<td>4106</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>1279</td>
<td>22.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>458.sjeng</td>
<td>2566</td>
<td>2338</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>12236</td>
<td>1570</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>36.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>462.libquantum</td>
<td>1094</td>
<td>758</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>3376</td>
<td>912</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>93.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>464.l2d4tet</td>
<td>7124</td>
<td>6518</td>
<td>1782</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>47850</td>
<td>6318</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>2441</td>
<td>16.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>471.omnetpp</td>
<td>33578</td>
<td>10032</td>
<td>3830</td>
<td>1782</td>
<td>51642</td>
<td>14326</td>
<td>635</td>
<td>3029</td>
<td>13.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>473.astar</td>
<td>912</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>3314</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>92.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>483.xalanckmk</td>
<td>115154</td>
<td>58678</td>
<td>39392</td>
<td>14630</td>
<td>307122</td>
<td>75674</td>
<td>3850</td>
<td>17369</td>
<td>7.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libc.so.6</td>
<td>32798</td>
<td>33370</td>
<td>9816</td>
<td>9012</td>
<td>189384</td>
<td>32458</td>
<td>1735</td>
<td>8435</td>
<td>9.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libgcc_s.so.1</td>
<td>2158</td>
<td>2514</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>12862</td>
<td>1740</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>9.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libm.so.6</td>
<td>5450</td>
<td>8870</td>
<td>874</td>
<td>892</td>
<td>21796</td>
<td>7406</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>1268</td>
<td>9.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libstdc++-so.6</td>
<td>22456</td>
<td>10418</td>
<td>4300</td>
<td>4008</td>
<td>144516</td>
<td>15784</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>4258</td>
<td>9.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Statistics of MULTIVERSE rewritten binaries and libraries
that become very expensive after being rewritten. In addition, frequent calls to library functions require a more expensive call to the global lookup, so this may be a factor. However, the other benchmarks all have less than 100% overhead, and most are below 50%. The average runtime overhead when rewriting the main binary and libraries was 60.42%.

We then investigated the impact of some optimizations. In particular, since the contents of libraries are often known, it is acceptable in some use cases to rewrite only the main binary. Therefore, we decided to implement the other approach we discussed for solving C4: only rewriting the main binary (and leaving the libraries unmodified), and treating callbacks as a special case. This requires a list of library functions that take callbacks, since all callback parameters must be rewritten to point to their corresponding addresses in .newtext. Since it is difficult to compute this list automatically, we populated it manually. With this approach, we were able to reduce overhead, in some cases significantly (e.g., 456.hmmer and 471.omnetpp). The results are shown in the second bar in Figure 5, and average overhead was 34.17%. This also allows the global lookup to be omitted, shrinking the size of the rewritten binary in addition to improving overhead. Rewriting the main binary makes sense in many use cases; sometimes the libraries do not need to be instrumented, or are more trustworthy than the main binary.

In most binaries, PIC uses the get_pc_thunk function to get the code address. We found that if we added the extra assumption that code would never attempt to get its own address without using get_pc_thunk (a reasonable assumption for well-behaved x86 binaries), we addressed C5 far more efficiently. This is a significant optimization because we no longer need to rewrite all call and return instructions to push and translate old addresses. The effect of this change is clearly shown in the third bar in Figure 5. Average overhead with this optimization was 8.29%. This demonstrates how a few well-chosen assumptions can result in vastly improved performance. Therefore, in the future we can add settings for other common patterns in binaries to improve practical performance when certain properties of a binary are known, while keeping the core rewriter generic enough to handle almost any binary.

It is important to emphasize that writing only the main binary and removing generic PIC rely upon significant assumptions. Specifically, rewriting only the main binary assumes knowledge of all callback arguments for functions, and removing generic PIC assumes that the only PIC in the binary is the thunk. Thus, these two optimizations will not work for certain binaries. However, we demonstrated these optimizations to show the performance improvements they would provide, and to show the potential for adding assumptions in cases in which it is safe to do so. Our core rewriter does not make these assumptions.

Instrumentation Performance. Making no changes when rewriting a binary is of limited utility. Binary instrumentation is a much more interesting application that MULTIVERSE facilitates, since we can insert arbitrary code around any existing instruction. We implemented a straightforward instrumentation API to add assembly before any instruction.

Since many tools already perform binary instrumentation, we decided to compare the performance of our instrumented binaries with Pin [26], a widely-used framework for dynamic binary instrumentation from Intel that does not use any heuristics to dynamically disassemble and instrument a binary. We chose Pin due to its popularity and its avoidance of heuristics when rewriting. The goal of this evaluation is to show that the cost of our mapping lookups compares favorably with the state-of-the-art, and thus that instrumenting with our tool is practical.

We decided to compare the overhead of a simple instruction counting instrumentation. Pintool has example tools for instruction counting, and for our evaluation we selected the example Pintool that inserts a call to increment a counter for every instruction. Pin has more efficient strategies for instruction counting, such as inserting instrumentation at the basic block level and incrementing by the number of instructions in each basic block, but our tool does not currently use a basic block abstraction. Therefore we had to compare instrumentation of individual instructions, resulting in higher overhead than would normally
When each individual instruction requires greater analysis, there was able to analyze instructions as it encountered them, inserting worse than M\textsc{ULTIVERSE} and 401.bzip2 version to only instrument the main binary. We compared the after every inserted set of instructions. P\textsc{ULTIVERSE}'s superior optimization of inserted code. For the inserted case in which a static approach is preferable: When each individual instruction requires greater analysis, there is greater advantage in performing the analysis offline.

We wrote our own \textsc{MULTIVERSE} script to insert almost identical assembly to that inserted by Pin for each instruction. (Our insertions are not quite identical to PIN's due to optimizations PIN implements when inserting code, making our inserted assembly slightly less efficient.) We rewrote the SPECint benchmarks with our tool for the main binary with all libraries, as well as with our two optimizations (rewriting only the main binary and rewriting the main binary without generic PIC). Similarly, we used the instruction counting Pintool that instrumented all instructions, and we also created a modified version to only instrument the main binary. We compared the performance by taking the average of running each benchmark 10 times and computing the overhead relative to the results from the unmodified benchmarks.

The results are shown in Figure 6. \textsc{MULTIVERSE} outperformed PIN in many of the benchmarks, and in four cases (400.perlbench, 403.gcc, 462.libquantum, and 483.xalancbmk), PIN's performance was substantially worse than \textsc{MULTIVERSE}. This is likely because PIN uses dynamic instead of static instrumentation; any new code encountered by PIN must be analyzed and instrumented on the fly. For benchmarks such as 400.perlbench or 403.gcc, there are likely many new paths that are encountered throughout execution, whereas some of the benchmarks with similar performance between \textsc{MULTIVERSE} and PIN may have more loops that PIN can instrument once, leaving only the analysis code to run every subsequent loop. Thus, the additional overhead of Pintool's runtime instrumentation code is probably the cause of such high runtime overhead.

Pintool does run slightly faster for a few benchmarks (e.g. 401.bzip2 and 464.h264ref). These are likely the result of PIN's superior optimization of inserted code. For the inserted \textsc{MULTIVERSE} assembly, we saved and restored flags before and after every inserted set of instructions. PIN, on the other hand, was able to analyze instructions as it encountered them, inserting code to save and restore flags only when necessary based on analysis of the instrumented code. Therefore, once analysis code is actually inserted, the resulting assembly produced by Pin should be faster than that produced by \textsc{MULTIVERSE}. (Manual analysis of instrumented assembly showed various optimizations performed by PIN.) Since we did no analysis to optimize our inserted code, we have the opportunity to perform static optimizations in the future and increase our performance. Regardless, \textsc{MULTIVERSE}'s performance is already promising.

Another interesting result is that the performance improvements from our heuristic optimizations were less significant in most benchmarks when compared to the overhead introduced by the instrumentation. This shows that despite the higher overhead of \textsc{MULTIVERSE} without heuristics, it can be practical in certain instrumentation contexts and can be used for instrumenting binaries that do not obey common assumptions without introducing unacceptable overhead when compared to existing production tools.

\section{Security Applications}

There is potential for many interesting security applications with \textsc{MULTIVERSE}. Binary rewriting is a foundational technique for increasing security in programs without source available, and \textsc{MULTIVERSE} makes this more practical for arbitrary binaries by making rewriting without heuristics possible. Because of this, and to show the potential of the framework, we used \textsc{MULTIVERSE} to implement a shadow stack.

Shadow stacks are used to protect return addresses on the stack by allocating a separate memory region for the shadow stack, and inserting code that saves return addresses to the shadow stack whenever a function is called. When a function returns, the inserted code either checks whether the return address in the stack and shadow stack match, or simply overwrites the address in the stack with the one stored in the shadow stack. This ensures that an attacker cannot overwrite return addresses in the stack during ROP attacks. Shadow stacks can therefore be considered a form of backward-edge CFI [20]. We implemented an overwriting, no-zeroing, parallel shadow stack [14].

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{Fig. 6: Runtime overhead (times) for the benchmarks with instruction counting instrumentation.}
\end{figure}
Implementing a shadow stack with our framework was quite straightforward, requiring only the insertion of instructions for every call and ret instruction and allocating shadow stack memory. Since we rewrite call instructions in MULTIVERSE to a push/jmp pair that pushes the original return address, we must insert our code after the push but before the jmp. We insert the following two instructions for each call, which writes the return address on the top of the stack into the parallel shadow stack:

```
pop [esp + (shadow_stack_offset - 4)]
sub esp, 4
```

MULTIVERSE rewrites ret instructions into pop/jmp instructions, in which the return address at the top of the stack is popped and passed to the lookup function to determine the rewritten jump target. Therefore, we simply insert two instructions directly before the rewritten ret code to overwrite the return address on the stack with the corresponding shadow stack contents (hence an overwriting shadow stack):

```
add esp, 4
push [esp + (shadow_stack_offset - 4)]
```

We rewrote the SPECint benchmarks and their libraries without either of our optimizations, because the shadow stack does not work when only rewriting the main binary. Some functions in libc call code in the main binary, and since libc is not rewritten when we use our optimizations, it does not push the return address on the shadow stack. Therefore, when the main binary returns to libc, there is no entry in the shadow stack and the program crashes. This is not a limitation of our framework, but rather an implementation challenge for shadow stacks if one does not intend to instrument all calls. Therefore, for our shadow stack proof-of-concept, we focus only on our general approach of rewriting everything.

**Shadow Stack Performance.** We ran the SPECint benchmarks 10 times and computed the overhead relative to the results of the unmodified benchmarks. The results are shown in the second column of Figure 7. Performance results are similar to our framework with no instrumentation, with an average increase of 11.64% when compared to the overhead in the first column (the overhead of MULTIVERSE with no instrumentation, which is the same as the first column in Figure 5). The benchmark with the highest increase over no instrumentation was 483.xalancbmk, with an increase of 44.49%, which was also the benchmark with the highest overhead for all shadow stack implementations in [14]. Several other benchmarks have a very low increase in overhead, such as 429.mcf (0.19%) and 473.astar (2.44%); and one benchmark, 456.hmmer, was in fact faster (–0.02%). Speed improvements are reported for several benchmarks in the reference implementation [14] as well, so this is not too surprising.

The overhead difference over our baseline rewriter for SPECint is more significant than the overhead shown in [14]; however, the data presented there is for SPECint benchmarks compiled with –O3, which the paper claims is marginally faster than the default –O2 optimization level we used. In addition, the reference implementation [14] assumes knowledge of the correct assembly, and inserts the instrumentation before the object files are assembled, yielding the lowest instrumentation cost possible. Finally, that implementation instruments function prologues instead of call instructions; we instrument call instructions because we do not have reliable information about function entry points, which may result in more instrumentation (and less code locality). These differences likely contribute to the higher increase in overhead for MULTIVERSE when compared to a near-optimal shadow stack implementation.

We also decided to implement the same type of shadow stack in PIN and compare the performance. We attempted to implement the shadow stack as close as possible in behavior to our implementation in MULTIVERSE. However, the inserted code was written in C++ instead of assembly, and we used the PIN API to access the value of esp since it has a different value when our inserted analysis code accesses it directly. The results are shown as the third column in Figure 7, and the performance is significantly slower than MULTIVERSE’s implementation. While we do believe that the PIN implementation can be optimized, the PIN API appears to make it difficult to directly access register values in an original instruction’s context.
as efficiently as assembly code directly inserted before that instruction. This may be one reason for the significant overhead.

VIII. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our current implementation of MULTIVERSE is merely a proof of concept. While our general approach can support x64 applications and other operating systems, our prototype currently supports only x86 Linux ELF executables and .so files. In this section, we discuss some of the limitations of our system and outline how we plan address them in future work.

Supporting x64 applications mainly entails changing the assembly language of the rewritten instructions and lookup functions, but there are a few more significant changes needed. For example, in x64, instructions can directly access the contents of the rip register, so PIC does not require thunks. This changes the way PIC must be handled by the rewriter, since all references to rip must be modified to accommodate the position of the new code. Our progress on x64 support is almost complete.

Our system has several aspects that can be optimized. Since our priority was generality, we do not address special situations in which we could optimize away some of our more expensive runtime computations, especially when rewriting both .so files and the main binary. Meanwhile, in optimizing our mapping data structures for speed, we have made the tradeoff of additional space overhead. As shown by the optimizations we have already performed, we expect that future refinements will yield gains in both speed and size.

In addition, while we have developed a fundamental building block for rewriting binaries, we have demonstrated only one concrete application. However, as discussed at the end of §VI-B, our prototype instrumentation framework using MULTIVERSE facilitates instrumentation, such as counting the number of instructions executed. In addition, we have demonstrated a practical example of instrumentation with a shadow stack. We will expand on this instrumentation ability and its use cases in future work.

Other applications of MULTIVERSE, such as binary hardening and other transformations that alter some of the original instructions in a binary, may require minor changes to be compatible with our mapping and lookup strategy, but MULTIVERSE should not impose significant challenges to implementing known techniques such as SFI. In fact, the mapping could potentially be used to assist enforcement for some security policies. We are working on applications such as these for future work.

IX. RELATED WORK

Rewriting binary code can be dated back to the late 1960s [16], when it was first used for flexible performance measurement. Later in the late 1980s and early 1990s, rewriting binaries for RISC architectures (e.g., Alpha, SPARC, and MIPS), in which code is well-aligned and instructions have a fixed length, became quite popular in applications such as instrumentation (e.g., PIXIE [12], ATOM [38]), performance measurement and optimization (e.g., QPT [23] and EEL [24]), and architecture translation [35]. In contrast to RISC architectures, rewriting binaries for CISC such as x86 is much more challenging. We traced the earliest attempt to rewrite x86 binaries to ETCH [32]. In the following, we review prior efforts of x86 static binary rewriting and compare them with MULTIVERSE. We here omit a survey of dynamic binary rewriting (e.g., PIN [26]), since it encounters a different set of challenges.

Targeting instrumentation, profiling, and optimization, ETCH [32] made a first step towards rewriting arbitrary Win32/x86 binaries, potentially without any relocation entries or debugging symbols. However, the implementation details of ETCH are not open and it is very likely that ETCH used heuristics for disassembling, recognizing static memory addresses, handling callbacks and PIC. Instead of rewriting arbitrary x86 binaries, SASI [17] focused on rewriting only gcc produced binaries for SFI [41]. Similarly, PittsFIELD [27] and Native Client (NaCL) [49] also require cooperation from compilers.

Unlike stripped binaries, object code contains rich information, such as where the code is located, and which data contains static memory addresses. Therefore, a number of efforts focused on rewriting x86 object code without heuristics. PLOTO [33] and DIABLO [31] are both examples that target program optimization and profiling. With debugging symbols (which is almost as informative as source code), VULCAN [37] and PEBIL [25]) can correctly rewrite x86 binaries without using any heuristics. VULCAN was later used in two security systems: CFI [4] and XFI [18]. PEBIL was later extended and used in STACKARMOR [11] for stack memory protection.

BIRD [29] is the first system that targets COTS binary rewriting. In particular, BIRD first uses compiler idioms and various assumptions to disassemble as many instructions as possible, and it further improves results with an on-demand runtime disassembler. Meanwhile, with a runtime exception mechanism, BIRD can also safely handle PIC and callbacks. In addition to regular applications such as profiling, BIRD has been used to harden a binary for foreign code detection.

SECONDWRITE [30] lifts the disassembled code into LLVM IR [5] to optimize the original binaries for better runtime performance by leveraging the strength of LLVM optimization. While SECONDWRITE can rewrite a binary without supplementary information [36], it still uses heuristics for binary code disassembling and callback handling, and it also does not handle PIC in its current implementation [36]. It also inherits limitations of the LLVM IR, which cannot easily encode certain native code programs containing instruction sequences that LLVM compilers do not generate.

DYNINST [6] is a framework that supports both static and dynamic binary instrumentation. While the published literature on DYNINST is unclear on whether it supports PIC and callbacks, our investigations showed that it uses heuristics to handle PIC based on particular patterns. DYNINST has been improved and used in various applications, such as performance studies and binary hardening (e.g., PathArmor [39], TypeArmor [40], and CodeArmor [10]).

STIR [46] and REINS [47] preserve the original program’s functionality by tracking basic block addresses and then randomizing them or in-lining them with security logic (respectively) to mitigate attacks. Both systems rely on a shingled disassembly strategy that resembles our superset disassembly, but that applies imperfect machine learning heuristics to optimize rewritten code.
While it also has attempts for better disassembly, BULTIVERSE, problems such as handling PIC and callbacks without using heuristics, only point to function entry points or jump table entries. n code pointers in the data section are attempted to remove the static memory heuristics used by more general static binary instrumentation framework. It uses heuristics to handle PIC and callbacks. Rrites binaries for binary code hardening and reuse [8], [50].

An encoding that assumes ICFT targets are at least 5 bytes apart—an assumption violated by many COTS binaries.

CFFIR [51] leverages relocation information to disassemble program code. While CFFIR does not have any issues in recognizing addresses or handling PIC due to the use of relocation information, it still uses heuristics for disassembly and handling callbacks. Also assuming correct disassembly, BISTRO [15] rewrites binaries for binary code hardening and reuse [8], [50]. It also uses heuristics to handle PIC and callbacks.

To our knowledge, BINCFI [53] is the first system that can safely handle static memory addresses, PIC, and callbacks. While it also has attempts for better disassembly, BINCFI still cannot handle interleaved code and data well. PSI [52] makes BINCFI more general as a framework for binary rewriting in various other applications such as profiling. UROBOROS [43] makes binary disassembly reassemblable by using the same disassembling algorithm from BINCFI, but it still uses a number of heuristics to differentiate memory addresses and constant integers when relocating a binary. The recent extension of UROBOROS [44] has been made to be a more general static binary instrumentation framework.

Most recently, RAMBLR [42], built atop angr [34], has attempted to remove the static memory heuristics used by UROBOROS [43]. For example, UROBOROS [43] assumes that code pointers in the data section are n-byte aligned and only point to function entry points or jump table entries. RAMBLR [42] instead performs localized data flow and value-set analysis to recognize pointers and integers. Note that RAMBLR and angr do not aim to solve other disassembly problems such as handling PIC and callbacks without using heuristics, which is the core focus of MULTIVERSE.

Compared to all of the existing works, we notice that MULTIVERSE is the first system that is founded on an approach starting with no heuristics in x86 COTS binary rewriting. It can be used in all existing applications, such as profiling, optimization, binary code hardening, CFI, and binary code reuse. A summary of our comparison is presented in Table II.

### Table II: Comparison w/ existing x86 binary rewriters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systems</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>w/o Heuristics for Static Address</th>
<th>w/o Relocation</th>
<th>w/o Heuristics for Callbacks</th>
<th>ISABI</th>
<th>APTEREB</th>
<th>RITE</th>
<th>RITES</th>
<th>RITE</th>
<th>RITE</th>
<th>RITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ETCH</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICT</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VULCAN</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIALO</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CfI</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XP1 [18]</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PittSfield</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bird</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAGL</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DynaST</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STIR/REINS [46], [47]</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCFIR</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BISTRO</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BINCFI</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSI</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UROBOROS</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMBLR</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULTIVERSE</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### X. Conclusion

We have presented MULTIVERSE, the first static binary rewriting tool that can correctly rewrite an x86 COTS binary without using heuristics. It consists of two fundamental techniques: superset disassembly that completely disassembles the binary code into a superset of instructions that contain all legal instructions, and instruction rewriting that is able to relocate instructions to any other location by interposing all the ICFTs and redirecting them to the correct new addresses. We have implemented MULTIVERSE atop a number of binary analysis and rewriting tools (e.g., CAPSTONE, pyelftools and pwntools), and tested with SPECint 2006. Our experimental results show that MULTIVERSE is able to rewrite all of the testing binaries and the runtime overhead for the new rewritten binaries is still reasonable. Comparison with another solution without heuristics (dynamic instrumentation) also shows that the static instrumentation enabled by MULTIVERSE can achieve better average performance, and our shadow stack implementation shows that MULTIVERSE can be used for actual security applications.

### XI. Availability

The source code of MULTIVERSE is made available at github.com/utds3lab/multiverse.
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